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Directions: As you read, answer the following questions in complete sentences in the space provided. If you 
need more space to write your answers, please use your own paper and staple your answers to this sheet.  
 
Act Three 

1. How does Judge Hathorne’s statement and questions reveal his attitude toward Martha Corey? 

2. Why do Giles and Francis want to talk to Danforth? 

3. Why does Francis Nurse stand up to the judge?  Is his action courageous or foolish? 

4. Why won’t Judge Danforth accept Proctor’s deposition? 

5. What is Parris's argument against Proctor? 

6. What does Mary confess to Danforth? 

7. A crucible is a container used in heating and melting metals.   When subjected to extreme heat, valuable 
metals are separated from less valuable metals.  Review Danforth’s statement about a hot fire on page 
865.  How does Danforth’s statement pertain to the title of the play? 
 
 
 
 

8. Why do you think Hale tries to intervene in the proceedings? 

9. When Danforth hears that Elizabeth is pregnant, what does he allow? 

10. What paper did ninety-one people sign? 



11. ". . . a person is either with this court or he must be counted against it, there be no road between." 
Explain the importance of Danforth's statement. 
 
 
 

12. What quote did Proctor use to help Mary remain brave? 

13. Of what does Giles accuse Putnam? 

14. Why will Giles not reveal his source? 

15. What is Hale's problem as Proctor and his friends present evidence to Danforth? 

16. Why is Danforth careful in his questioning of Abigail? 

17. Hawthorne thinks of a test for Mary. What is it? Can she do it? Why or why not? 

18. Why does Proctor admit to his affair with Abigail? 

19. What does Proctor mean when he says “the last night of my joy”? Page 873 

20. Proctor calls Abigail a whore, and he confesses his lechery. Danforth tests Proctor's statement by calling 
for Elizabeth and asking her why Abigail was dismissed. What does Elizabeth say? Why? 
 
 
 

21. What do the girls do to Mary? What is her response? 

22. Why does Mary switch sides and reject truth? 

23. Abigail treats the judges differently than the other witnesses.  What does this show about her character? 


